Valle del Este
Almeria, Spain
Par 71, 5828 metres

Valle del Este opened in 2002 and was designed by José Canales, who integrated the course into the surrounding landscape by making use of natural vegetation. There is a good combination of very challenging holes, with other less strenuous holes. The raised tees are surrounded by volcanic rock making for a very surreal golfing experience. The wide fairways tempt the golfer into using the driver but with large sand bunkers as well as three lakes, the wrong shot will get you in trouble. The Valle del Este hosted the 2013 European Father and Sons Golf Championship.

Par: 71
Course Distance: 5828
Course Designer: Jose Canales
Mens Handicap: 36
Ladies Handicap: 36

Practice range
2 Putting greens
2 Short play greens
Golf school
Buggy and trolley hire
Cafeteria
Snack bar
Pub
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